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BOOK REVIEWS
CHRISTIANITY AT THE RELIGIOUS ROUNDTABLE:
EVANGELICALISM IN CONVERSATION WITH
HINDUISM, BUDDHISM, AND ISLAM
By Timothy C Tennent
Grand, Rapids: Baker Academic, 2002. v-270 pp.
$19.99. Paper. ISBN 0-8010-2602-4
Reviewed by James F. Lewis, Professor of World
Religions and Micah A. Thompson, Teaching Assistant,
Wheaton College, USA.
Reminiscent of E. Stanley Jones's technique of
utilizing a roundtable for religious dialogue, Timothy C.
Tennent's Christianity st the Religious Roundtable seeks
to engage Hindu, Buddhist, and Muslim ideas on issues
he regards as central to interreligious dialogue. In
addition to the doctrine of supreme reality, which he
treats in connection with all three traditions, he adds
chapters on the topics of the doctrine of creation(Hindu),
ethics (Buddhist) and Christ and Incarnation (Muslim).
After treating each tradition in these six chapters, he
provides three case studies and a conclusion. Beginning
with an opening chapter entitled "lnterreligious dialogue:
an Evangelical perspective” each of the succeeding six
chapters follow the same organizational plan which
consist of an opening pre- view and summary of the
issues to be discussed after which he signals that "it is
time to dialogue." (46). Tennent offers a series of
objections to the views of his interlocutor each of which
are followed by responses in the first person by the
dialogue partner, which are in turn followed by
evangelical rejoinders. This repartee is followed by a
conclusion at the end of each chapter.
In chapters two and three on "Christianity and
Hinduism" he first engages the ideas of Sankara and
Ramanuja on the doctrine of God and then addresses
the doctrine of creation by interacting with the ideas of
these two Hindu stalwarts on Ii/a and mays as they
impinge on cosmic origins and the problem of the one
and the many. Chapters four and five on "Christianity
and Buddhism· dialogue over the Buddhist notion of the
Dharma-kaya taken from the positions of Madhyamika
and Yogacara before moving to the issue of ethics from
a Mahayana perspective. In chapters six and seven on
"Christianity and Islam; Tennent inter- acts with putative
representatives of the Sunni, Shi'a and Sufi traditions
first over the understanding of "Allah" and then with
respect to Christ and his Incarnation.
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The last three are •case study" chapters
addressing Justin Martyr's (110-165 CE) use of Logos
Spermatikos for accrediting classical religions with
truth; the relevance or not of Hindu-turned-Christian
Brahmabandhav Upadayay's (1861-1907 CE) under•
standing of Satchitananda for explaining the Trinity: and
A.C. Hogg's (1875-1954 CE) position that while faiths
are different in their doctrinal and systematic contents,
the interior faith experience of the religious believers ii
essentially the same.
The positive side of this volume has to do with the
range of material which Tennent undertakes to con- vey,
the generally high quality introductory material ht
presents for the reader prior to the "dialogue," and the
useful characterization of the ideas of the religious positions with which he engages. The narrative is clear and
complex issues are generally understandable to a reasonably well-informed reader. The footnotes show the
depth of research Tennent has undertaken to produce
this work. All of these matters commend the book to
readers .
One concern, however, has to do wlth the method
of the "interreligious dialogue· that occurs with- in its co
vers. Tennent confesses that he has read dozens of
books on interrellgious dialogue but remarks::
• ... I have enjoyed precious few of them: (9) Of course
there are illustrious past examples of faithful witness
such as the works of Lesslie Newbigin and J.N.D.
Ander son. His major objection is that many self-pro
fessed Christians in interrelgious dialogue today have too
often failed to represent a position grounded in tne historic
Christian confessions . He has in mind the work of John
Hick and others criticized by fellow evangelical scholar
Ron Nash. Tennent regards his “engaged exclusivism "
(which in the first chapter he argues for against the
competing positions of inclusivism and pluralism), as a
more theologically faithful perspective.
Tennent goes on to claim that it is not only his
theological position that makes his book a rare player
among Christians at the roundtable. but the very format
itself . Of it he says: "What makes this book distinctive ii
that it is more than a one-way defense of historic
Christianity. The upcoming dialogues allow tor a vigorous, two-way exchange of ideas." (27) With this in mind
the reader is eager to see how a capable evangelical
theologian who also appears to be well-studied In the
religious traditions is going to fare. The anticipation is
met with some disappointment. For though the author
states he has held numerous formal and informal
conversations with religious others, we learn that the
book •... presents fictional conversations.. ." (29-30)
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and not real dialogue with Hindus, Buddhists and
Muslims. The dismay deepens when Tennent claims:
"The whole purpose of these conversations is to engage
in honest dialogues with the actual positions of other
religions and to hear their real objections.· (our
emphasis, 31).
Should this discredit Tennent's work? Perhaps
not, or not entirely. Where he represents specific
thinkers from the past such as Sankara and Ramanuja
he seems to be fairly faithful to these positions. But
where he represents Sunni, Shi'a and Sufi spokespersons, there is a great deal more at stake. Within each of
these categories there are Muslims whose views significantly conflict. Are we to be satisfied with views that
do not come from specific individuals or living representatives of their communities? We cannot be if there
is to be any "honest dialogue" that entails "real objections" and ·actual positions.· To speak for a Sunni, a
Shi"a or a Sufi is to represent a general position rather
than one that belongs to a real-life, real-time, real
Muslim.
There is here no allegation of misrepresentation,
either intentional or otherwise. But the credibility of the
book can reasonably be questioned when there are so
many able religious interlocutors who would willingly
engage in the kind of dialogue that Tennent seems to
value so highly.
Imagine a courtroom scene where there Is an
ludience. a judge. and only one attorney (who happens
to be the prosecuting attorney), but no defense lawyer.
The prosecuting barrister would never be permitted, by
either the public or the Judge, to represent the defendant Imagine, better, a debate where you have an
audience, an important issue and a single debater who
offers in all seriousness to present both his own view
and the opposition's. Even if the debater is well-known
tor fairness, mastery of both sides and scintillating
objecrtivity, the audience is likely to walk out because It ii
not a debate; it is a pseudo-debate. It Is certainly the
case that much can be learned by listening to a skillful
person present both sides, but the book is not a debate
and neither is Tennent's book a dialogue. At best it Is
Tennent's dialogue with Hinduism, Buddhism and Islam,
which is something different from dialogue with aHindu,
a Buddhist, or a Muslim. Such would be real dia-logue and
that is what is missing at Tennent's religiousroundtable.
The lack of the personal, authentic voice unfortunately
weakens what could have been, under a different format,
a most enjoyable and valuable book.
To bring these concerns to focus on a specific
chapter we tum to chapter six, the first of two which

interact with Islam, entitled "Doctrine of God: Allah.” In
his chapter, there are a great number of both positive
and negative observations that can be offered. Tennent
begins with a discussion of the similarities in the concept of God between Evangelicalism and Islam. While
he is able to find some comparisons, he finds that the
differences are much greater, and these differences
occupy his discussion for the majority of the chapter.
To his credit, Tennent possesses in-depth knowledge of the faiths he presents in his discussion. His
positions in this chapter as a Sunni, a Shi'ite, and as a
Sufi seem to carry at least the essence of those faiths.
His replies as an Evangelical answer the questions that
are raised from a normative, theological point of view.
The vital issue addressed is the Trinity, with the Muslim
voices claiming that it is a logical fallacy, and that there Is
no place for either tritheism or for distinction withinGod.
The Sufi voice expresses the needlessness of the
conversation, in that he sees God expressing Himself in
numerous ways, which could include the Trinity.
There are, however, certain concerns about this
chapter that must be addressed. The first of these is
that Tennent is speaking for the Muslims under the
premise of interfaith dialogue. While he speaks of misunderstanding and prejudice by Muslims early in the
chapter, he risks committing these very offenses himself. His research seems well done, in that the positions taken by the phantom Muslims are plausible positions that might be taken by them, yet all of the questions and issues that are raised are distinctly
Evangelical. This may not be a problem if by preagreement with the dialogue partners, the Evangelical Is
granted the right of posing all of the questions. But might
it not be the case that among questions that are put in the
mouth of the Sufi (read Tennent) are some that a Sufi
would not ask?
In this same vein, while Tennent, speaking for his
interlocutor, brings forward arguments against his views
that might brought up by Muslims, at no point do issues
arise where he needs to cede a point, and none that he
seems to struggle with. Although he hasn't simply set
up straw men to knock down, he also has not set forth
any position that his faith has difficulty handling. He
shows In the beginning of this chapter that these conversations have often been characterized by
misunderstanding. Will this approach serve to reduce
misunderstanding or rather raise misunderstandings and
resentment on the part of religious others whom Tennent
may someday meet in direct and authentic dialogue?.
A final critique of this chapter, which applies to
other chapters as well, Is that Tennent simply tries to do
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too much. He presents four theologically complex views
of God within twenty pages, and at least half of these
pages are spent speaking as a Christian. While he is
ostensibly accurate in his presentation of the Muslim
views, he simply does not allow enough room for them
to fully display their understanding of God, or their
criticisms of his views.
Timothy Tennent demonstrates a depth of
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research into the complexities of the religious world that
is found in altogether too few evangelicals. We await his
next work with genuine anticipation since we believe he
shows the marks of one who could play aleading role in
authentic evangelical interreligious dia- logue.

